THE RIGHT ARBITER

Just Resolve interviewed both parties, gathering relevant
facts and information and discussing their concerns and
desired outcomes. One concern of both parties — who
were based on opposite coasts — was not to suffer
disfavor at the hands of an arbiter from “that other coast.”
This concern is akin to litigants worrying that their case
may be tried in an unfriendly venue. By proposing a
qualified arbiter located in the Midwest, Just Resolve
negated that risk of perceived bias — an option not available in litigation without special proceedings to change
venue. Both parties agreed to this arbiter candidate, who
then interviewed key witnesses, reviewed all pertinent
records, and then, when a mediated settlement was not
reached, decided the dispute.
• Fixed total cost to each party was less than $2,500
• Resolved in 3 weeks

KEY FACTOR

In this case, the laboratory had overlooked express
preconditions to recovering penalties in its own
contract, and therefore was not entitled to damages.
An independent review of the arbiter’s decision
confirmed that, had the parties pursued traditional
litigation, a judge would have reached the same conclusion. If the parties had engaged in mediation, each party
would likely have spent around $10,000, without the
guarantee of a settlement. If the dispute had been litigated,
each side could have easily spent $30,000 to reach the
same conclusion.

“It’s amazing what good happens in the dynamics of a stalled, limited stakes negotiation when one side offers
to let the chips fall where they may. Proposing NDR gave both sides the opportunity to exit with honor and
dignity. NDR achieves a level of risk management and adherence to integrity that helps us all sleep at night.”
Rob Christopher
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